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A graduate from The Bells University of Technology. A highly 
ambitious designer with high hopes of solving urban issues 
through Architecture

www.kingsativie.com

Fresh Land Forest ltd - Jul 14
Yolas Consultants - Jun 15
Uriel Properties - Jul 15
Gtext Homes - Jan 17
Iroko Interiors - Oct 18

Adobe Photoshop
Autodesk Revit

Lumion
Vray - Chaos Group

Office (Word,Excel,Ppt)
Arnold - Solid Angle

Autodesk MayaAutodesk Maya
Google Sketch up pro
Dynamo For Revit

As a designer i am open to learning and 
to explore. My core interest are in 
parametric and abstract designs. I 

symphatize very well with minimalism

As always can be put to the test, i am a 
guru of hardwork, dedication and 
knowledge. I believe these three 
characters  are more prefarable to 

acquired skills, which i poses
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A LIVING SPACE
IN SPACE

THE OFFICE

ACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESSACCESS

The office feature a 
hexagonal like finish 
on the floors and the 
ceiling, sort of a 
“honeycomb” finish
emphasizing the sense 
of activity in the space

AC
CE
S

LOUNGE

MEETING ROOM

TOILET/SHOWER

A LIVING SPACE
The concept aims to prevent the feel-
ing of isolation and brings a sense of 
togetherness

This explains the round-like arrange-
ment of the interior where spaces 
face each other, but stil have its pri-
vacy.

In this idea, there would be vast use 
of colours of the natural 
environment like yellow, 
green,brown, also the use of light 
wood 
material, this creates more sense of 
activity in the space and would 
emphasize on the idea “a living 
space”



MINIMALISM

All Furnitures are designed 
to 

specification, the idea is to 
create a feel of balance, thus 
the use of only rectilinear 

forms



My ways of 
expressing 
prespective
views

These rendered 
images show how i
understand the use of
balance, scale &
proportion, in 
interior design



DOWN TO THE
CONSTRUCTION

 “Design is a plan for arranging elements in such a way as best to accomplish a
particular purpose.” – Charles Eames
I plan to express elements like gravel to foster a natural feel and i like the creativity
the use of wood brings to an interior space



Retro

Front view

Bar Pull cabinet handle

Face Frame made of grigo wood

The challenge of space constricion is something i can always take on, seen the give square are, the use of a kitchen island is 
eliminated, the alternative is to rest the cabinets on the walls. There is led lighting and point light systems.
Each cabinet has be designed to specification and the importance of balance, scale, proportion & rythm has been executed

Slide on Hindge
4mm screw of fastener

Luxury Kitchen



Lost lounge & bar design is 
inspired by

the beauty & feeling when 
viewing the sunset

The design compromises of 
natures tones and 
unique elements

The design aims to improve The design aims to improve 
the custmoer

patron experience that it is 
okay

to feel lost in the space 





Sterling bank

The design concept for sterling 
bank persuades the user of 
the space to think  about 

endless possibilities. 

 materials like marble, brass, 
wood and concealed lighting 
to embed linear and curvilin-
ear design elements in the 

conceptual plan were used to 
pull in the eyes and give a 

sense of comfort.

Elevations

Elevations

Ceiling Plan



THE RISING SUN



Every room stands 
out. It tells you a 
story

Contemporary as it speaks. 
The design aims to eliminate 
the rational behind “luxury 
having to be expansive”.

MIA CASA 
RESIDENCE



Reflected Ceiling Plan

Mia Casa Residence....in construction

Sections



Showing scaling
and balance of 
the building
in relation to 
an individual 
in it

Planting on the
Vernadah of tall

buildings to
help reduce the
height phobia

PROPOSED SPACE PLANING
OF AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION



PROPOSED SPACE PLANING
OF AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION

See through 
connecting bridge



THANK YOU!!

Kingsativie@gmail.com
09036027772

Instagram.com/dove_std

www.kingsativie.com

SOCIAL MEDIA PORTFOLIO

WEB - ONLINE PORTFOLIO

“ I see design as a tool to express 
my creativity and solve urban 

issues happening around, knowing
there is no better time than now”


